
The North American Conference on British Studies

The Journal of British Studies, founded in 1961, is published by the University
of Chicago Press under the auspices of the North American Conference on British
Studies (NACBS). It was the result of the imaginative generosity of a Trinity College
alumnus, Frederick E. Hasler (Hon. LL.D. 1957), who contributed funds to the college
for the specific purpose of establishing a learned periodical in the field of British
history.

The North American Conference on British Studies is a scholarly society affiliated
with the American Historical Association and open to anyone in the United States
and Canada interested in British civilization in its several aspects: historical, archaeo-
logical, literary, artistic, political, and sociological. Its North American constituency
comprises about eight hundred members drawn from the fifty states and ten provinces.
Affiliated with the parent organization are seven regional conferences (Northeastern,
Middle Atlantic, South, Midwest, Western, Pacific Coast, and Northwest), each hav-
ing its own officers and programs and with a combined membership of more than
two thousand. The Conference convenes at least once a year in the autumn, usually
in joint session with one of its regional affiliates. It seeks to encourage the serious
study of British history, literature, and politics, as well as allied subjects, and among
the general reading public through meetings, book prizes, and association with like-
minded organizations in North America and Britain and through its publication pro-
gram.

The Conference sponsors a wide variety of publications. Another journal, Albion,
issued four times a year at Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, and
sent to all members of the parent organization, includes articles, proceedings of all
meetings, and book reviews. The Conference's newsletter, the British Studies Intelli-
gencer, also sent to members, is published at the University of Arizona and contains
notices of meetings devoted to British studies, news of appointments, moves, and
retirements and notes on current publications and research in progress. Other publica-
tions appear periodically and will be noted at such times.

Information about membership in the NACBS can be found on the copyright page
of this journal.
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The North American Conference on British Studies
Announces the Winners of Its 1998 Prizes for Scholarship

The John Ben Snow Prize for best book of 1997 in History
and the Social Sciences has been awarded to

David Cressy
for his book

Birth, Marriage, and Death: Ritual, Religion and the Life-Cycle in Tudor and
Stuart England

Oxford University Press, 1997

The British Council Prize in the Humanities for the best book of 1997 in any field
of British Studies has been awarded to

Robert M. Ryan
for his book

The Romantic Reformation: Religious Politics in English Literature, 1789-1824
Cambridge University Press, 1997

with an honorable mention to

Harriet Ritvo
for her book

The Platypus and the Mermaid, and Other Figments of the
Classifying Imagination

Harvard University Press, 1997

The Walter D. Love Prize for the best scholarly article of 1997 in any field of
British Studies has been awarded to

Victor Bailey
for his article

"English Prisons, Penal Culture, and the Abatement of Imprisonment,
1895-1922"

Journal of British Studies, vol. 36 (July 1997)

with an honorable mention to

Nicoletta F. Gullace for her article
"White Feathers and Wounded Men: Female Patriotism and the Memory

of the Great War''
Journal of British Studies, vol. 36 (April 1997)

The Dissertation Year Fellowship for 1997 has been awarded to

Karin Michaelsen
History, University of California, Berkeley

for a project entitled
"Becoming 'Lady Doctors: Female Personal Physicians and Professional

Identities in Britain, 1874-1947"

The Huntington Library Fellowship for 1997 has been awarded to

Michael S. Smith
History, University of California, Riverside

for a project entitled
"Anti-radical Expression: Counter-Revolutionary Thought in the Age of Revolution"
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O X F O R D U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

With a new preface by the author!
THE PROBLEM OF SLAVERY
IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION,
1770-1823
DAVID BRION DAVIS
"[This] is a work of majestic scale, written with
great skill. It explores the growing consciousness,
during a half century of revolutionary change, of
the oldest and most extreme form of human
exploitation. Concentrating on the Anglo-
American experience, [Davis] also pursues his
theme wherever it leads in western culture. His
book is a distinguished example of historical schol-
arship and art."—From the citation for the 1975
National Book Award
1999 576 pp. paper $24.95

THE MID-VICTORIAN
GENERATION 1846-1886
K.THEODORE HOPPEN
"A rich and nuanced picture of Britain between
1846 and 1886 Hoppen writes with uncommon
fluency, grace, and wit."—David Cannadine,
Columbia University
This third volume in the New Oxford History of
England series covers the period dating from the
repeal of the Corn Laws to the dramatic failure of
Gladstone's first Home Rule Bill.
(New Oxford History of England)
1998 808 pp. $45.00

NAMES AND STORIES
Emilia Dilke and Victorian Culture
KALI ISRAEL
"Literary critics will find that Kali Israel's discus-
sion of the exceptional Emilia Pattison provides
new insights into the ways in which narratives
inform the best type of cultural history. Israel's
exemplary study reveals that material lives com-
prise both 'names' and 'stories', all involving con-
flicting kinds of personal, political, and social
narration."—Joseph Bristow, UCLA
1998 416 pp. $45.00

THE CHANGING SHAPE OF
ENGLISH NONCONFORMITY,
1825-1925
DALE A. JOHNSON
"Johnson's scholarship is indeed of very high quali-
ty. All of his chapters are thoroughly researched
and his judgments are sound. He succeeds not only
in tracing the evolution of ministerial education,
the changing roles of theologians and ministers,
and the trends in theology with great skill, but also
gives us a segment of the relationship between
Nonconformity and the wider society, at least in
regard to intellectual life."
—Paul T. Phillips, St. Francis Xavier University
1998 272 pp. $45.00

BRITAIN'S
CENTURY
A Political and Social
History, 1815-190S
W. D. RUBINSTEIN
Studying the historical evo-
lution of Britain's key polit-
ical institutions, and the
social environments sur-
rounding them, Rubinstein
helps to explain this

nation's preeminence during the 19th century. The
socio-political history of the country—a substantial
part of this book—in turn provides the necessary
foundation for a full social history that focuses on
issues of demography, religion, social class, and
gender.
(The Arnold History of Britain)
(An Arnold Publication)
1998 368 pp. paper $19.95 cloth $80.00

THE AVANT-GARDE IN
INTERWAR ENGLAND
Medieval Modernism and the
London Underground
MICHAEL T.SALER
"This major reinterpretation of an indigenous
avant-garde aesthetic in interwar England chal-
lenges conventional views about the origins of
modernism in art and design. Focusing on Frank
Pick's visionary efforts to transform the London
Underground into a 'people's picture gallery,' Saler
movingly portrays the struggle of medieval mod-
ernists to integrate modern art and craftsmanship
into contemporary life."
—F. M. Leventhal, Boston University
1998 256 pp. $39.95

WOMEN'S
WORK
The English
Experience 1650-1914
Edited by
PAMELA SHARPE
Although the last few years
have seen much new
research in the areas of gen-
der and women's history,
this is the only book to date
that collects in a coherent

way the most formative articles on our thinking
about women's work in English history for both the
early modern and contemporary periods.
(Arnold Readers in History)
(An Arnold Publication)
1998 384 pp. paper $19.95 cloth $70.00

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US.To order, or for more information,
please call 1-800-451-7556. In Canada, call I-800-387-8020. H T T P : / / W W W . O U P - U S A . O R G
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FROM CAMBRIDGE
Family, Commerce and
Religion in London
and Cologne
Anglo-German Emigrants, C.1000-C.1300
Joseph P. Huffman
This book explores the full range of social,
economic, religious and cultural contacts
between England and the German city of
Cologne during the central Middle Ages,
c. 1000 to c. 1300. A wealth of original
archive material reveals an extensive network
of English and German emigrants who were
surprisingly successful in achieving assimila-
tion into their new homelands.
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought:
Fourth Series 39
0-521-63292-7 Hardback $59.95

Domesday Book and the Law
Society and Legal Custom
in Early Medieval England
Robin Fleming
Domesday Book contains the most com-
prehensive, varied and monumental legal
material to survive from England before
the rise of the Common Law. This book
argues that it can—and should—be read
as a legal text. Stripped of its statistical
information, Domesday Book provides a
picture of what the law looked like, the
ways in which it was changing, and the
means whereby the inquest was a central
event in the formation of English law.
0-521-63038-X Hardback $95.00

Britain, Southeast Asia and
the Onset of the Cold War,
1945-50
Nicholas Tarling
This detailed and original study throws
new light on the evolution of British policy
in Southeast Asia in the turbulent postwar
period. Extensive archival research and
insightful analysis of British comprise this
companion volume to Tarling's Britain,
Southeast Asia and the Onset of the Pacific War
(CUP, 1996), which is a major contribution
to the diplomatic and political history of
Southeast Asia.
0-521-63261-7 Hardback $64.95

The Cambridge Apostles,
1820-1914
Liberalism, Imagination, and
Friendship in British Intellectual
and Professional Life
W.C. Lubenow
This book is a full-scale study of the world's
most famous secret society, the Cambridge
"Apostles." It shows how the Apostles
recruited their members, examines their
intellectual preoccupations, and studies
the careers of such figures as F. D. Maurice,
Lytton Strachey and John Maynard Keynes
by tracing the participation of the Apostles
in politics, letters, and liberal reform in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
0-521-57213-4 Hardback $59.95

The Early Elizabethan
Polity
William Cecil and the British
Succession Crisis, 1558-1569
Stephen Alford
Traditionally, historians have argued that
the court of Elizabeth I (1558-1603) was
factional, divided among competing subjects
who were manipulated by their Queen.
This book provides a different account: of
councilors who were united by two connected
dangers, namely Catholic opposition to
Protestant England and Elizabeth's refusal
to marry or to settle England's succession.
Working from the papers of the Queen's
secretary, William Cecil, the author has set
this crisis in the context of events in Scot-
land, Ireland and mainland Europe, and has
explored fully the long-term political impact
of this succession crisis in the 1560s.
Cambridge Studies in Early Modern British History

0-521-62218-2 Hardback $59.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th St., N.Y., NY 10011-4211

Call toll-free 800-872-7423.
Web site: http://www.cup.org

MasterCard/VISA accepted.
Prices subject to change.
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Win Irimes

NEW FROM CHICAGO
The Old Regime and the Revolution
Volume 1: The Complete Text
Alexis de Tocqueville
Edited with an Introduction and Critical Apparatus by Francois Furet and
Francoise Melonio
Translated by Alan S. Kahan
"Kahan has produced an outstanding new translation of
Tocqueville's Old Regime and the Revolution. His translation is
accurate and captures the political/philosophical language of
Tocqueville. He also succeeds in putting Tocqueville's book into
current English vocabulary and usage, yet gives us a dignified and
eloquent rendering of Tocqueville's text."—James T. Schleifer,
coeditor of the French edition of Tocquevilles Democracy in
America
Cloth $32.50

Ventures into Childland
Victorians, Fairy Tales, and Femininity
U. C. Knoepflmacher
"A cross between Coleridge and Sendak, Knoepflmacher writes the
kind of glimmering cultural studies and gender analysis most of us
only dream about. This is the most important book in Victorian
studies in some time, all the more important because it is so witty
and carefree, so at ease with its own significance."—-James R.
Kincaid, University of Southern California
Cloth $35.00

Philosophical Melancholy and
Delirium
Hume's Pathology of Philosophy
Donald W Livingston
"A splendid work which will provoke and reward discussion for at
least a generation. It is entirely original in its attempt to offer a
comprehensive and all-encompassing account of Hume's view of
philosophy."—Peter Jones, Director, Institute for Advanced Studies
in the Humanities, University of Edinburgh
Paper $25.00

Word Crimes
Blasphemy, Culture, and Literature in Nineteenth-Century
England
Joss Marsh
"In this fascinating study, Marsh explores the blasphemy trials that
served to change ideas about free speech. . . . This scholarly yet
thoroughly engaging study of these important historical moments
makes a splendid contribution to free speech literature."—Library
Journal
Paper $22.50

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

www.press.uchicago.edu
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Sir Francis Drake
The Queen's Pirate
Harry Kelsey

"Kelsey's
enormous research
range and great
detailing of Drake's
life restore reality
and truth to the
history of the times.
A great achieve-
ment in the fields
of biography and
history."—Kirkus Reviews 98illus. $35.00

The Gentleman's Daughter
Women's Lives in Georgian England
Amanda Vickery

"[Vickery] has found a gold mine in the
realm of women's history: letters and
pocket-book diaries kept by the daughters,
wives and mothers of gentlemen of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
allowing us to hear their voices."—Qaire
Tomalin, Times Literary Supplement
66 illus. $40.00

Imagining Rabelais in
Renaissance England
Anne Lake Prescott

"Prescott is really breaking new ground
here. Her book is original and entertaining. I
can't remember when I've laughed as often
while reading a thoroughly scholarly
book."—Barbara C. Bowen 21 illus. $32.00

The Peacock Room
A Cultural Biography
Linda Merrill

This gorgeously illustrated book tells the
history of the Peacock Room, decorated by
James McNeill Whistler for wealthy London
shipowner Frederick Leyland and currently
on display at the Freer Gallery of Art.
Copublished with the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
150 b/w +105 color illus. $65.00

History in Our Time
David Cannadine

This book, in which an acclaimed historical
essayist focuses his keen eye on modern
Britain, comprises "history lessons with
a light touch....Entertaining and
enlightening."—Kirkus Reviews $25.00

Friends and Apostles
The Correspondence of Rupert Brooke
and James Strachey, 1905-1914
Edited by Keith Hale

"An intimate correspondence whose
references to friends and acquaintances
read like a...Who's Who of Cambridge
and Bloomsbury before WWI."
—Kirkus Reviews 24 illus. $35.00

England's Empty Throne
Usurpation and the Language of
Legitimation, 1399-1422
Paul Strohm

In this boldly revisionary book, Paul
Strohm provides a new account of the
Lancastrian revolution and its aftermath.
5 illus. $35.00

Jack Yeats
Bruce Arnold

This engrossing book is the first biography
of Jack Yeats, a giant figure in twentieth-
century Irish art and younger brother of
W.B. Yeats. 250 b/w + 16 color illus. $45.00

Building the Georgian City
James Ayres

This book investigates how Georgian
builders responded to the beginnings of
mass production and emergent consum-
erism by focusing on the traditions and
innovations in building methods of the time.
Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in
British Art 302 b/w + 42 color illus. $65.00

Yale University Press
P.O. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520
www.yale.edu/yup/* 1-800-YUP-READ
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—New in British Studies

The Nature of the Book
Print and Knowledge in the Making
Adrian Johns
"Adrian Johns brings to life the people who made, quite
physically, the books that made the knowledge of the
scientific revolution. Does it matter that Newton was
published by a pornographer? Yes, if one wishes to
understand the marketplace for books and knowledge
in the early modern era."—Paula Findlen

"Relying on detailed knowledge of original texts and a
magisterial view of the enormous secondary literature,
Johns has written a fine-grained study with considerable
force of argument."—Kirkus Reviews
Cloth $40.00

Mesmerized
Powers of Mind in Victorian Britain
Alison Winter
"Mesmerism was, par excellence, the science that wasn't
a science. Alison Winter explores this paradox to shed
light on so many of the other ambiguities of Victorian
England—its attitudes towards religion, women, and
self-help—in an animated study which contributes
equally to social history and the history of science."
—Roy Porter, author of The Greatest Benefit to Mankind:
A Medical History oj Humanity and London: A Social
History
Cloth $30.00

A History of the Modern Fact
Problems of Knowledge in the Sciences of Wealth
and Society
Mary Poovey
"Fact, objectivity, and truth have recently emerged as
key topics for historians of the natural sciences. Mary
Poovey brings the sensibilities of a literary critic and
cultural historian to bear on 'the sciences of wealth and
society' in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain.
A History oj the Modern Fact is essential reading for any-
one concerned with how and why we have come to dis-
tinguish 'is' from 'ought,' the 'objective' from the 'sub-
jective,' and 'individuality' from 'human nature.'"
—Steven Shapin, author of A Social History of Truth:
Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England
Paper $17.00
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Sex and the Gender
Revolution
Volume 1: Heterosexuality and the Third
Gender in Enlightenment London
Randolph Trumbach
"This, the first volume of Trumbach's long-awaited
book-length study, is a highly original, important,
and provocative work. It is sure to be both essential
and controversial reading for anyone interested in
the history of gender."—Kathleen Wilson, author of
The Sense of the People: Politics, Culture and
Imperialism in England, 1715-1785
Cloth $35.00
The Chicago Series on Sexuality, History, and
Society

A Genealogy of Manners
Transformations oj Social Relations in
France and England from the Fourteenth to
the Eighteenth Century
Jorge Arditi
"Bold and ambitious. Arditi's history of manners
will interest a broad range of scholars including
not only sociologists but also poltical theorists,
and intellectual and cultural historians."
—Paul DiMaggio, Princeton University
Paper $17.00

Royal Representations
Queen Victoria and British Culture, 1837-1876
Margaret Homans
"Drawing from a wide range of texts, Homans strik-
ingly illuminates the cultural production of Victoria,
in which both she and her subjects participated, a
complex politics of representation that intertwined
royal identity and royal agency and made being a
form of doing. The resulting study culminates in a
subtle and sophisticated portrait of Victoria's queen-
ly power and her profound significance to the age
which took her name."—Elizabeth Langland,
University of Florida
Paper $18.00
Women in Culture and Society Series

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago,TL 60637

www..press.uchicago.edu

CHICAGO^
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Alienated Affections
Divorce and Separation in Scotland

1684-1830

Leah Leneman

Leneman brings to life an era in which
divorce and separation were available
equally to men and women, aristocrats
and commonners.

256 pages • $60.00, cloth • $30.00, paper

The Modern Scottish Novel
Narrative and the National Imagination

Cairns Craig

This book explainsthe powerful national
tradition which informs the work of con-
temporary Scottish authors such as Irvine
Welsh, Muriel Spark, James Kelman, and
A. L. Kennedy.

256 pagas • $26.00, papar

The Identity of the
Scottish Nation
An Historic Quest

William Ferguson

"Few would have the knowledge or the
confidence to tackle the entire scope of
this topic but William Ferguson is well
endowed on both counts... the crown-
ing achievement of a distinguished
career." —Edward J. Cowan, University of
Glasgow

368 pagas • $95.00, doth • $30.00, papar

NOW IN PAPERBACK

Medieval Scotland
Crown, Lordship and Community

. Contributors, including John Bannerman,
Archibald Duncan, Elizabeth Ewan,and
Grant G. Simpson, explore the central
themes in the development of the
medieval Scottish kingdom.

336 pagas • $30.00, papar

From Chiefs to Landlords
Social and Economic Change in the

Western Highlands and Islands

Robert A. Dodgshon

Refuting the depictions of Highland socie-
ty as lawless and disorganized, this history
studies the little-known yet important
economic and social processes within the
clan system.

320 pagas • $30.00, papar

Violence, Custom and the Law
The Anglo-Scottish Border Lands in

the Later Middle Ages

Cynthia J.Neville

Centuries-long hostility between Scotland
and England affected the pattern of crimi-
nal activity in the Anglo-Scottish border
lands.This is a fascinating account of how
the region laid the foundations for the
Tudor system of Border Law.

256 pagas • $30.00, papar

Blackpool
John Walton

Walton sets aside the myths to trace the
history of the world's first and biggest
working class seaside resort through the
Victorian and Edwardian eras.
Town and City Histories

208 pagas • $30.00, papar

Swaledale
Valley of the Wild River

Andrew Fleming

This beautifully illustrated book reveals,
through words, drawings, and photo-
graphs, the landscape history and archae-
ology of one "of the best-loved and most
beautiful dales in the North Yorkshire
Pennines.

224 pagas • $35.00, papar
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UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE

INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOLS

July /August 1999
For both students and faculty, an opportunity for intensive
study at the University of Cambridge as part of an international
community. Choose from over 70 subjects on offer in Term I
(4 weeks) and/or Term II (2 weeks) of The International
Summer School or join one of the special focus
programmes below:

History
Art History
Shakespeare
Science
Censorship
English Literature
Medieval Studies

4 - 24 July
4 - 24 July
4 - 24 July
11 -31 July
1 - 14 August
25 July- 14 August
25 July- 14 August

Major plenary lecturer series by distinguished scholars with
dairy special subject seminars. Full programme of excursions
and cultural events also offered.

For full details please contact: International Programmes
(refJBS), University of Cambridge, Madingley Hall,
Madingley, Cambridge CB3 8AQ, England
Tel: (UK=44) 1954 280208 Fax: (UK=44) 1954 280200
email: rdil000@cam. ac. uk
http://wwwjcam. ac. uk/CambUniv/ContEd/IntSummer
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